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Navipane is an all-in-one solution for exploring, analyzing and interacting with your
files, presentations, worksheets, workbooks and databases. Its based on a graphical
metaphor that enables you to interact with your files in a very intuitive way. ? With
Navipane you get a complete visual overview of all data in a workbook, presenting you
with all the tables, charts, formulas, graphics, charts and other objects that can be
found in the file. ? You can view objects as you normally would if they were simply
displayed in the application. ? Navipane has an internal search feature that lets you
quickly find any object in any file you have open. ? You can save your progress by
adding notes, bookmarks and even print reports of objects to get a complete document
analysis. ? Navipane for Word can directly read an Excel 2007 and a CSV file, add and
organize objects in an Explorer Window. ? Navipane can open any compatible file format.
? Navipane saves your favorite configuration and can restore it at any time. ? Navipane
includes all the functionality you need for analyzing and interacting with any file
type. ? Navipane features: ? Analyze objects across your files ? Analyze objects in

files ? Track objects across multiple files and documents ? Create reports in a matter
of seconds ? Explore objects across all files ? Create composite reports ? Navipane for
Word was designed for ease of use by anyone who needs to interact with multiple files.
Navipane for Word Components Navipane for Word offers all the features you need to get
the job done with a minimum of training. ? Navipane for Word is freeware but will count
against your 1-user licence key for use. ? When the limit for your 1-User licence key
is reached, you will be asked to upgrade your licence. ? The installation size is tiny,
about 1 mb. ? Navipane for Word is well suited for any size office installation. ? Its

very easy to use. Just start the application and navigate around. ? Navipane is
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? Navipane is a small, add-on utility to Microsoft® Word that is indispensable for
users who are involved in the analysis of documents with large amounts of data. ? A

user can examine and explore each node using top-down and bottom-up navigation modes. ?
Users can easily move around the hierarchy of documents using the mouse or keyboard

shortcuts. ? At each point in the hierarchy, users can specify the document, data range
or property on a node by using tab, arrow or button keys. ? Once a document is opened,
users can quickly navigate to all sheets, tables, data objects or data fields using the
mouse or keyboard shortcuts. ? Users can store and organize documents, data ranges or
properties with the Favorites Center. ? Users can drag objects to create a summary
report to be shared with colleagues. ? Users can generate a report for the entire

Navigation pane by opening a single document. ? Users can save this report as a file. ?
Users can store frequently used files using the Favorites Center. ? Users can organize

the files in the Favorites Center into groups. ? Users can extract the entire
collection of files into a single file. ? Users can create a new document by extracting
every object from the selected document into the new one. ? Users can extract all the

files and groups into a separate file. ? Users can quickly go to the last viewed
document in History Organizer by clicking the "Last" button. ? Users can clear the

history by clicking the "Clear" button. ? Users can save the History Organizer window
as a background. ? Users can choose an option to automatically open the Navigation pane

when Word starts. ? Users can store their personalized shortcuts for commonly used
files and groups in the Navigation Pane. ? Users can activate the Navigation Pane by
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clicking the Navigation Pane icon on the toolbar or by pressing Ctrl+Space. ? Users can
customize the key strokes used to navigate the Navigation Pane by choosing Options. ?
Users can choose to show only one hierarchy level by default, or to display the entire

hierarchy by default. ? Users can choose to b7e8fdf5c8
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- Analyze and Explore- Navipane for Word is a smart document analyzing and exploring
tool. It provides quick navigation, smooth movement, and useful information on any
document. - Interact with Objects- Navipane allows you to interact with objects. Just
double-click any object and navigate using the left and right arrows or the scroll bar.
- Create Summary Reports- Navipane creates useful summary reports for all the objects
in the workbook, presentation, or document. - Store Favorites- You can store your
frequently used files in a handy location, just like your favorite web sites. -
Trackback with History Organizer- History Organizer tracks workbooks, presentations or
documents. Groups files into useful partitions such as Today, Yesterday, 2 Days Ago,
etc. You can also set the interval for a tracking task. - Navipane Goes Green- Navipane
is an environmentally-conscious program and a greener alternative to MS Word. It is
using less energy and water than MS Word. Navipane for Word Buy Now Navipane for Word -
100% compatibility guarantee Navipane for Word is compatible with all versions of
Microsoft Word including 2003, XP and 2000. If you have any problems, please contact
support@performancenotebook.com for help or register for free support. Navipane for
Word - Get it now at PerformanceNotebook.comArt Park The Art Park is located in
Phoenix, Arizona, in the East Valley. It is a small and newly opened Art Park located
at the corner of Country Club Drive and 72nd Avenue. History This Art Park is located
in Phoenix, Arizona. Artists move to the Art Park The Art Park is home to many artists.
There are approximately 500 homes within this small and newly opened Art Park. Since
being named Phoenix's only art district the neighborhood has attracted artists to move
there. There are several artists within the Art Park and other nearby neighborhoods
such as Washington Highlands. Highpoint Arts Studio The Highpoint Arts Studio is a
special program for local high school students which aims to cultivate individual
creative development through a process of experimentation. This program is open to
students in all art and design disciplines. In the Highpoint Arts Studio classes
students produce a project of their own design. Artistic decisions are left to the
students and their instructors. In an eight-week course students can choose from a
variety of art media and concepts

What's New in the Navipane For Word?

? Navipane for Word is a desktop utility designed to quickly and intuitively navigate
and interact with worksheets, calculations, graphs, charts and tables in Microsoft
Office. ? Navipane uses a small, clean, modern UI that features a "dockable" menu that
stays on the side when you are not interacting with the program ? Navipane works in
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Publisher, and Visio. ? It can analyze any Microsoft Office
document or presentation to explore its underlying structure and summary information ?
Navipane for Word lets you interact with and analyze any type of Microsoft Office
document regardless of when it was made ? Intuitive navigation and keyboard shortcuts
guide you through a worksheet or presentation, without your having to resort to
dragging windows, switching between them, etc. ? Navipane for Word allows you to open
multiple objects in a document simultaneously, and can open, manipulate and export
multiple documents at once ? Navipane for Word is the ONLY software that allows you to
view the properties of an object when you click it without first opening the object ?
Navipane for Word is useful for trouble-shooting, data analysis, searching, and
exploration of content ? Navipane allows you to interact with any Microsoft Office
presentation--with multiple objects at once--in seconds, instead of minutes ? Navipane
for Word is also an excellent presentation viewer and organizer. This feature allows
you to view presentations, graphs, charts, plans, drawings and other formatted objects
in Microsoft Office at your fingertips ? Navipane works with most XML formats--so you
can work with different types of files without having to first convert them to a
proprietary format. ? Navipane for Word features: ? [Document Explorer] ? [Object
Explorer] ? [Text Explorer] ? [Office Applications Explorer] ? [Grid Comparison
Explorer] ? [Report Generator] ? [History Organizer] ? [Browser] Navipane for Word
License: Free Navipane for Word Author: Mark Hansen Navipane for Word Frequently Asked
Questions:
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System Requirements For Navipane For Word:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 (64bit), or Windows 10 (64bit) Processor: Intel
Core i3-540 (2.5 GHz), Intel Core i3-640 (2.7 GHz) Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce GT 610 or AMD Radeon HD 6870 (1280x1024) DirectX: Version 11 Hard Drive: 7 GB
available space Other Requirements: Internet Connection Additional Notes: You can find
out what it will do to
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